The distributed setting of this paper is an asynchronous system consisting of n processes prone to crashes and a number of shared read-write registers. We consider problems regarding assigning integer values to processes in an exclusive way, in the sense that no integer is assigned to two distinct processes. In the problem of renaming, any k ≤ n processes, that hold original names from a range [N ] = {1, . . . , N }, contend to acquire unique integers as new names in a smaller range [M ] using some r shared registers. When k and N are known, our wait-free solution operates in O(log k(log N + log k log log N )) local steps, for M = O(k), and with r = O(k log N k ) auxiliary shared registers. Processes obtain new names by exploring their neighbors in bipartite graphs of suitable expansion properties, with nodes representing names and processes competing for the name of each visited node. We show that 1 + min{k − 2, log 2r N 2M } local steps are required in the worst case to wait-free solve renaming, when k and N are known and r and M are given constraints. We give a fully adaptive solution, with neither k nor N known, having M = 8k − lg k − 1 as a bound on the range of new names, operating in O(k) steps and using O(n 2 ) registers. We apply renaming algorithms to obtain solutions to the Store&Collect problem. When both k and N are known, then storing can be performed in O(log k(log N + log k log log N )) steps and collecting in O(k) steps, for r = O(k log(N/k)) registers. We consider the problem Unbounded-Naming in which processes repeatedly require new names, while no name can be reused once assigned, so that infinitely many integers need to be exclusively assigned as names. For no fixed integer i can one guarantee in a wait-free manner that i is eventually assigned to be a name, so some integers may never be used; the upper bound on the number of such unused integers is used as a measure of quality of a solution. We show that Unbounded-Naming is solvable in a non-blocking way with at most n − 1 integers never assigned as names, which is best possible, and in a wait-free manner with at most n(n − 1) values never assigned as names.
INTRODUCTION
We consider an asynchronous system consisting of n processes prone to crashes and a number of read-write registers. The problems we study regard assigning integer values to the processes in an exclusive fashion, by which we mean that no integer is assigned to two distinct processes. We seek waitfree or non-blocking solutions, see [16] .
In the problem of renaming any set of k ≤ n processes, which hold their original names from a large range [N ] = {1, . . . , N }, contend to acquire unique integers as new names in a smaller range [M ] using some r shared registers. We refer to k as the contention. We consider one-time renaming problems, in which each contending process needs to acquire a name starting from the very beginning of an execution, and no name is ever released to be possibly reused.
When an algorithm can know some of the parameters k and N , in the sense that they can be a part of code, then we indicate this by attaching these parameters at the front of the name of the problem and its solutions. There are four cases, with each of k and N either known or not. For instance, (k, N )-Renaming is about the case when algorithms know both k and N . Similarly, a solution of k-Renaming is to work for any range of the original names and for up to k contending processes, while k is a part of code and N is not. A solution to N -Renaming is to handle the original names in the range [N ] , with N being a part of code and k not. A solution for Renaming is to work for any contention k ≤ n and range [N ] , while none of k and N is a part of code.
We use local steps as the time complexity measure: it is defined as a maximum number of steps a process takes before achieving a state required by the problem. In all our problems the time complexity and the magnitude of M are measured as functions of k, whether k is known or not, and sometimes of N but only in the case when N is known.
More precisely, the characteristics of (k, N )-Renaming and N -Renaming are measured as functions of both k and N , while for k-Renaming and Renaming they are functions of k only. Sometimes the characteristics of algorithms, like the magnitude of r, are also functions of n. This is because the number n is the maximum value of contention k ≤ n and sufficiently many registers need to be available for any possible contention. In particular, for a solution of Renaming, the range M of new names is to be preferably a function of k only and r a function of n.
If k is not known in advance but characteristics of algorithms are expressed in terms of k, then one may say that such algorithms adopt to contention. In this spirit, a solution of Renaming is called adaptive while a solution of N -Renaming is called partially adaptive.
In the Store&Collect problem, some k processes repeatedly execute operations Store and Collect. A process invokes Store to update the value that the process wants to be collected by others. A process invokes Collect to learn all the values proposed most recently by other processes, one value per process. The k processes involved in storing and collecting are an arbitrary group from among all the n processes. Implementing solutions of Store&Collect is a natural application of renaming.
The problem Unbounded-Naming is about processes that repeatedly require new names, while no name can be reused once assigned, so that infinitely many integers need to be exclusively assigned as names. To relate to the previous work on models with infinite arrivals of processes and infinitely many shared registers, see [4, 15, 19] , our model assumes finitely many processes but infinitely many registers. For no fixed integer i can one guarantee in a wait-free manner that i is eventually assigned as a name in an instance of Unbounded-Naming, so some integers may never be used; the upper bound on the number of such unused integers is introduced as a measure of quality of a solution. We consider the problem to implement a repository of values in infinitely many read-write registers. The values are generated in a dynamic fashion. A value has been deposited in a register when it is stored in this register and will never be overwritten. In this problem we want each register to be eventually used to deposit some value. The problem is an illustration of applicability of unbounded naming, as names can be used to identify register to make deposits.
Our results.
We now overview our contributions in more detail. The approach on the basic level is based on interpreting processes as inputs of a bipartite graph with suitable expansion properties, while some shared registers represent outputs each with a name associated with it. The processes explore their neighbors competing for the name of each visited node. Previously known approaches often relied on underlying graphs of a regular topology, like grids, with nodes representing names and processes traversing paths in such graphs and competing for the names of visited nodes.
I. We develop a wait-free (k, N )-Renaming solution operating in O(log k(log N + log k log log N )) local steps, for M = O(k), and with r = O(k log N k ) auxiliary shared registers. This is a first deterministic algorithm known to have a sublinear local step performance for sub-exponential range of N , and a polylogarithmic step complexity for a polynomial range of N , with N considered as a function of k.
II. We show that 1 + min{k − 2, log 2r N 2M } local steps are required in the worst case by any wait-free solution of (k, N )-Renaming that assigns names from the range [M ] and uses r registers. This is a first known lower bound on the local-step time complexity of Renaming that involves all the four parameters. It implies that k − 1 is a lower bound, when N is unknown and hence could be arbitrarily large, while M is bounded, say, as a function of k, which resembles the lower bounds given in [18] .
III. We develop a wait-free solution of k-Renaming operating in O(k) time, with M = 2k −1 and with r = O(k 2 ) auxiliary shared registers.
The time complexity of this algorithm is asymptotically optimal, by the lower bound we show and the fact that the algorithm works for arbitrary value of N . The value M = 2k − 1 is known to be best possible [8, 17] for shared read-write registers. Ours is the first algorithm that has simultaneously O(k) time complexity and new names of magnitude M = O(k). Among the previously known algorithms that run in time O(k), the value M = k(k + 1)/2 was the smallest known; it is achieved by an algorithm of Moir and Anderson [20] . The fastest algorithm known before among those having M = O(k) was given by Attiya and Fouren [6] , it operates in O(k log k) time. The fastest algorithm known prior to this work with M = 2k − 1 as a bound on the range of new names runs in time O(k 2 ), it was given by Afek and Merritt [3] .
IV. We develop an almost adaptive wait-free solution of N -Renaming with O(log 2 k(log N + log k log log N )) step complexity, for unknown contention k, with M = O(k), and with r = O(n log N n ) registers. Attiya and Fouren [6] VI. We apply Renaming algorithms to obtain solutions to Store&Collect. When both k, N are known, then storing can be performed in O(log k(log N +log k log log N )) local steps while collecting in O(k) local steps, for r = O(k log(N/k)) registers. When N = O(n) is known but k is not, then storing can be accomplished in O(log 2 k(log n + log k log log n)) local steps, while collecting in O(k) local steps, for r = O(n). When N = poly(n) is known but k is not, then storing can be done in O(log 2 k(log n + log k log log n)) local steps, while collecting in O(k) local steps, for r = O(n log n).
Afek and De Levie [2] gave an adaptive solution, when neither k nor N is known, achieving storing in O(k) local steps and collecting in O(k) local steps, for r = O(n 2 ); that result follows directly from our adaptive solution of Renaming. Our deterministic algorithm also improves the step complexity of storing in their solution for N = O(n) from O(k) to O(log 2 k(log n + log k log log n)), while the remaining performance metrics stay the same. Attiya et al. [7] developed a randomized Store&Collect solution with storing in time O(log k log log k) and collecting in time O(k), for N = O(n) and r = O(n). Our deterministic solution has storing within the factor of log k(log n + log k log log n)/ log log k away from their expected complexity.
VII. We show that Unbounded-Naming is solvable in a nonblocking way so that at most n − 1 integers are never assigned as names, which is best possible, and in a wait-free manner so that at most n(n − 1) values are never assigned as names.
The Unbounded-Naming problem has not been considered before in the literature known to the authors of this paper.
Previous work.
The problem of renaming was introduced by Attiya, Bar-Noy, Dolev, Peleg and Reischuk [5] in asynchronous messagepassing environments. They showed that n processes may assign themselves new names in the range [n + f ], where f < n is an upper bound on the number of crashes. This was given as an instance of a non-trivial algorithmic problem wait-free solvable in environments in which consensus cannot be solved [14] . The range [M = n + f ] was shown to be smallest possible by Herlihy and Shavit [17] and Attiya and Rajsbaum [8] . Most of the work on renaming has been done in shared-memory environments and for a scenario when there are some arbitrary k ≤ n contending processes with their original names in some large range A solution of renaming is long-lived when processes invoke the operations to request a name and to release the current name, subject to the constraint that exclusiveness of a name needs to hold within the interval from acquiring to releasing the name. It is assumed that at most k processes contend for names concurrently. The following is a summary of known long-lived renaming algorithms. Burns and Peterson [12] gave a solution of time complexity O(N k 2 ), for M = 2k − 1 and r = O(N 2 ). Moir and Anderson [20] improved the time to O(N k), for M = k(k + 1)/2 and r = O(N k 2 ). Further improvements were due to Buhrman, Garay, Hoepman and Moir [11] , who achieved O( 
TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
The distributed system is asynchronous. It consists of some n processes prone to crashes and a set of read-write registers. Each process is identified by its original name, which is a unique number in the interval [N ] = {1, . . . , N }, for N ≥ n.
Competing for registers.
We use a procedure to compete for a shared register, which is required to have the following properties:
Specification of competition for register R:
1. If there is exactly one contending process p, then p eventually wins R. 2. If some contender has won R, then no other contender will ever win R. Observe that this specification does not require a register to be won by a process when there are multiple contenders but also does not exclude such a possibility. To implement competition for R, we use an auxiliary dedicated shared register HR = H initialized as empty. This register H is used as a placeholder to store a reservation for R. Each process p uses a local variable cp. The code of procedure for p is in six steps, see Figure 1 . Proof. To show correctness, consider two cases corresponding to the specification. If there is only one contending process, say p, then p will have eventually written value p to both H and R, so the last read from H makes process p winner. Next suppose that some process p has won R and there is another contender, say q. If the first read of H by q does not return empty value then q exits immediately. When this is not the case, then this means that process q had read from register H before process p wrote to H. What happened next was that process p managed to write to H and then to R and next check that value p had still remained in register H. The value of p at register H can possibly be overwritten only when register R already stores p. Hence the next read of register R by process q returns p. This makes q exist as p is different from q.
The operation of competing for a register resembles the construct of a splitter introduced by Moir and Anderson [20] . Splitting at a node has the properties that a process may stop at the node, which is the same as capturing the node, or the process may proceed to traverse one of two designated edged emanating from the node, with at most n−1 processes traversing any one edge. Competing appears to be logically simpler than splitting. Such a weak operation works because we use it together with graph topologies that guarantee that every process eventually competes alone for some register. Next we discuss such graphs.
Graphs.
Let G = (V, W, E) be a simple bipartite graph, with the nodes partitioned into the sets V of inputs (left nodes) and W of outputs (right nodes) and E as the set of edges. We say that graph G has input-degree ∆ if each node in V is connected to exactly ∆ neighbors in W . A node v in W is a unique neighbor of set X ⊆ V if v is adjacent to exactly one node in X. Graph G is said to be an (L, ∆, ε)-losslessexpander if ∆ is the input-degree of G and every subset X of V of size |X| ≤ L has more than (1 − ε)|X|∆ neighbors in W . It is known that, in such a graph with ε < 1/2, more than (1−2ε)∆|X| nodes among the neighbors of any X ⊆ V are unique neighbors; see Lemma 1.1 in [13] . This gives the following:
is an (L, ∆, ε)-losslessexpander, for some parameters L and ε < 1/2, then for any set X ⊆ V of size |X| ≤ L there is a partial matching in G, between the nodes in X and the unique-neighbors of X, which has more than (1 − 2ε)|X| edges.
We use lg x to denote the logarithm of x to the base 2. The following fact can be shown by the probabilistic method:
Lemma 2. Given a finite set V and an integer L such that
BOUNDED SELECTION
An algorithm is said to solve (k, N )-Majority-Renaming if, for any k contending processes with their original names in [N ], the outcome is such that at least half of these k processes acquire new unique names in some interval [M ]. According to our naming conventions, the numbers k and N can be a part of code of the algorithm, while the magnitude of the bound M on the range of new names is merely a characteristic of the algorithm. We first develop a solution for (k, N )-Majority-Renaming based on lossless expanders with good unique-neighbors properties. Next we apply majorityrenaming to develop solutions for renaming, in the four cases of the information about k and N available to the processes. To this end we start with the case when both k and N are known, and conclude with a fully adaptive algorithm. Finally, we discuss how to use our renaming algorithms to solve Store&Collect.
Renaming a majority.
We begin with algorithm Majority(ℓ, N ), for ℓ ≤ N/(2e), which is designed to solve (ℓ, N )-Majority-Renaming. We use a suitable bipartite graph G, showed to exist in Lemma 2, as a part of code of the algorithm. The graph is uniquely determined by choosing V = [N ] and L = ℓ. The input-degree ∆ and the number |W | of outputs are as in Lemma 2. We will have M = |W | = 12e 7 ℓ lg N ℓ as a bound on the range of new names. The set V represents all the original names of processes. Each process has its neighbors in W stored in a fixed order in a list. Each node in W is represented by a pair of registers, with one of them designated to represent a name and another auxiliary one used for competition for registers. The processes compete for the registers associated with their neighbors in G, by executing procedure Compete-For-Register. More precisely, a process p ∈ [N ] starts by competing for the register corresponding to its first neighbor in W , if p fails to win then p competes for the register associated with the next neighbor in W , and so on. When p captures a register in W for the first time, then p adopts the name associated with the captured register as its new name and does not participates in any other competition for a register. If p fails all its ∆ competitions, then p terminates without acquiring a new name.
ℓ as a bound on the range of new names, in O(log N ) local steps, and using 2M auxiliary shared registers.
Proof. Let G be an (ℓ, ∆, 1/4)-lossless-expander used in the code of the algorithm. Consider a set X of some ℓ processes competing for new names. By Lemma 2 and Fact 1 applied to graph G, a majority of the contending processes have unique neighbors in G, in the sense that these output nodes are not shared as neighbors with any other input node representing a contending process. Observe that if a contending process in X has a unique neighbor, then the process eventually wins some register corresponding to a neighbor, by Lemma 1. Hence a majority of competing processes eventually obtain unique names. The time complexity is proportional to the input degree of graph G, which is O(log N ℓ ). The number of shared registers is 2M , as we use two registers per node in W .
Renaming when both k and N are known. Proof. The consecutive calls of Majority(k/2 i , N ), for 0 ≤ i ≤ lg k, result in the number of processes without names shrinking by a factor of at least 1/2 with each call, by Lemma 3. After lg k calls, there remains at most one process without a new name. If such a process exists indeed, then it obtains a name when Majority(1, N ) is executed. It takes O(log k · log N ) local steps to execute the algorithm, by Lemma 3. The bound M on the range of new names is
There are 2M shared registers needed to execute the algorithm. Renaming when only k is known while N is not.
Let MA(k) be an algorithm given by Moir and Anderson [20] which solves k-Renaming with a bound on the new names that is O(k 2 ), in O(k) local steps, and with O(k 2 ) auxiliary shared registers. Let AF(k, N ) be the algorithm of Attiya and Fouren [6] that solves (k, N )-Renaming with 2k − 1 as a bound on new names, in O(N ) local steps, and with O(N 2 ) auxiliary shared registers. We combine algorithm Cascade-Rename together with algorithms AF and MA to solve k-Renaming with 2k − 1 as a bound on the magnitude of new names for any k and N . This is achieved by running algorithm Tight-Rename(k), which operates as follows. First run MA(k) with processes using the original names, with M1 = O(k 2 ) as a bound on the range of new names. Then proceed by running Cascade-Rename(k, M1) with processes using the new names acquired from MA(k), and with M2 = e 14 k as a bound on new names. Finally execute AF(k, M2) with processes using the new names acquired from Cascade-Rename(k, M1). A name obtained when executing AF(k, M2) serves as the final name. Each of the three executions uses its own dedicated set of registers disjoint from the others. Proof. When we have the three algorithms synchronized such that output names serve as original names in the next algorithm, the only requirement is to set bounds on new and original names according to specifications. This we do so that names are assigned properly by the pipeline. The magnitude of new names is first reduced by MA to M1 = O(k 2 ), next to M2 = O(k) by Cascade-Rename, and finally to 2k − 1 by AF. The characteristics of the obtained algorithm Tight-Rename rely on Theorem 1, on the properties of algorithm MA derived in [20] , and on the properties of algorithm AF showed in [6] . We obtain by direct calculations that the local step complexity of algorithm Tight-
Renaming when only N is known while k is not.
We present algorithm Almost-Adaptive(N ), which accomplishes renaming for any number k of contending processes by assigning new names of magnitude O(k), when the bound N on the original names is known while k is not. The algorithms is structured as follows. A process keeps executing Cascade-Rename(2 j , N ) through consecutive integers 0 ≤ j ≤ lg n, starting from j = 0. When a process obtains a new name, then it exits. Recall that algorithm Cascade-Rename resorts to Basic-Rename, which in turn resorts to Majority, which has processes assign themselves names by competing for registers. It follows that a process knows when it has acquired a new name. Each execution of Cascade-Rename(2 j , N ) is on a dedicated set of registers, in the sense that each instantiation has its own set of registers disjoint from the sets of registers used by other instantiations. Similarly, different instantiations of Cascade-Rename(2 j , N ) use dedicated ranges of new names to provide the property that names are unique. This is done by defining the ranges of new names for consecutive instantiations recursively as follows. The instantiation Cascade-Rename(1, N ) uses [e 14 ] as the range of new names. We assign a contiguous segment of precisely e 14 2 j+1 positive integers for Cascade-Rename(2 j+1 , N ) that are smallest among the numbers larger than the range assigned for Cascade-Rename(2 j , N ). Adaptive renaming with neither k nor N known.
We develop algorithm Adaptive-Rename solving Renaming in a fully adaptive fashion. The algorithm tries increasingly larger ranges of k, by doubling their size with each consecutive iteration, in a way similar to how Almost-Adaptive is structured, the difference being in that we use algorithm Tight-Rename instead of Cascade-Rename. Details are as follows.
A process keeps executing Tight-Rename(2 j ) through consecutive integers 0 ≤ j ≤ lg n, starting from j = 0. When a process obtains a new name, then it exits. We need to make sure that an assigned name is unique and that a process knows that a new name has been successfully acquired. Recall that algorithm Tight-Rename resorts to three algorithms MA, Cascade-Rename, and AF being executed as a pipeline. Algorithm Cascade-Rename has processes assign themselves names by competing for registers, which occurs at the lowest level when Majority is called, so a process knows when a name has been acquired and it is unique. We use algorithms MA and AF essentially as black boxes, so these guarantees may not hold when multiple instantiations of the pipeline are executed concurrently. We can provide the needed properties by augmenting MA and AF as follows. For each name x in the range of an instantiation of any of these algorithms, add a special dedicated register Cx such that when a process obtains a name by running MA or AF, respectively, the process next attempts to capture register Cx: only when this is successful, the process consider the name as finally assigned. With such a modification, a process knows when it has acquired a new name. When capturing a register to confirm a name fails, the process exits the current instantiation of Tight-Rename. Each execution of Tight-Rename(2 j ) is on a dedicated set of registers, in the sense that each instantiation has its own set of registers disjoint from the sets of registers used by other instantiations. Similarly, different instantiations of Tight-Rename(2 j ) use dedicated ranges of new names to provide the property that names are unique. This is done by defining the ranges of new names for consecutive instantiations recursively as follows. The instantiation Tight-Rename(1) uses a single number 1 as the range of new names. We assign a contiguous segment of precisely 2 j+2 − 1 positive integers for Tight-Rename(2 j+1 ) that are smallest among the numbers larger than the range assigned for Tight-Rename(2 j ). This is to comply with Theorem 2, which specifies that the range [2k − 1] is sufficient for k contending processes. 
Proof. A process obtains a new name when executing
Tight-Rename(2 j ) for some j ≤ ⌈lg k⌉. We estimate the characteristics of the algorithm by resorting to Theorem 2. The magnitude of the range of new names is P ⌈lg k⌉ i=0 (2 i+1 − 1) = 2 ⌈lg k⌉+2 − (⌈lg k⌉ + 1) ≤ 8k − lg k − 1 by Theorem 2. From renaming to Store&Collect.
The problem Store&Collect is about implementing support of individual deposits of values to be retrieved as a collection. More precisely, a process may occasionally want to store a value, to be performed by invoking Store, which can be accomplished by depositing the value at some data structure. Similarly, a process may occasionally want to collect, to be performed by invoking Collect, which is accomplished by retrieving the values that each process has stored most recently. The two operations need to be implemented subject to natural restrictions on how the view returned by Collect relates to all the previous invocations of Store, see [2] .
We examine the efficiency of implementations of Store and Collect operations in various settings using the renaming algorithms just developed. A general approach to implement storing and collecting from renaming is as follows. A new name can be used to identify a register into which the value to be deposited is written. During the first invocations of storing, a process first acquires a new name and next deposits the value in the corresponding register. All the values stored by this process in the future are to be written there as well. The operation of collecting is implemented by reading the array of registers used for depositing.
Next we elaborate on details. The number of registers used in adaptive solutions depends on the number n of processes. It helps to collect fast in the adaptive case if some information about the magnitude of contention can be obtained. In order to collect adaptively in O(k) local steps, we impose an additional structure on the registers corresponding to the names. We organize them according to their names into consecutive intervals of lengths that are consecutive powers of 2. An interval of length 2 i can store a value of process with name j in the jth register, for j ≤ 2 i ; the registers are initialized to empty. Each such an interval has a control register associated with which is also initialized to empty. When the control register of an interval is set to used, then this means that some process either has already stored a value in the interval or at least is in the process of doing this. To store a value, a process uses the smallest interval of size at least as large as the magnitude of the name and writes into the corresponding register in this interval. During the first store operation, a process p additionally scans all the control registers of every interval that is too small with respect to the name of p and sets their control registers to used, before finally setting the control register of the first interval of a suitable size to used. To collect, a process keeps reading consecutive intervals of registers in their natural order, together with their control registers, until an empty control register is found, which identifies the end of the block of used intervals and terminates collecting. (iii) When N = poly(n) is known but k is not, then Store takes O(log 2 k(log n+log k log log n)) steps and Collect takes O(k) steps, with O(n log n) registers. (iv) (Different solution given in [2] ) While knowing neither k nor N , Store takes O(k) steps while Collect takes O(k) steps, with O(n 2 ) registers, by a fully adaptive solution.
Proof. As a renaming subroutine, we use Cascade-Rename(k, N ) in the first case, Almost-Adaptive(N ) in the second and third cases, and Adaptive-Rename in the fourth one. The characteristics of these renaming algorithms are given by Theorem 1 for (i), Corollary 1 for (ii) and (iii), and Theorem 4 for (iv). Observe that all these facts provide that the magnitude of new names is O(k). This translates into collecting in O(k) time by the fact that the total size of the used intervals is O(k).
The 
LOWER BOUNDS ON TIME
We consider the time complexity of renaming and storing in solutions of Store&Collect. An instance of Renaming is determined by at most the following four number parameters: k, M , N , and r. For some of them the time can be very small; for instance, if k = N then the original names do, so no additional action is needed and the time is O(1). On the other side of the spectrum: if N = ∞, then the step complexity of any solution is Ω(k). To see this, observe first that there is an assignment of the n original names such that, in any point of an execution, if there is a choice that processes can make which is affected by the original names, then all the processes choose similarly. In particular, if the processes choose not to write, so that there is no communication among them, then they all want to assign the same name. Therefore one of the processes, say, p writes at some point, let it be the first such a process. After a write, some processes learn the value written by reading. Observe that all the remaining processes have to learn, since otherwise one process among these that never learn chooses the same name as p. This argument is extended by induction to imply that the process that chooses the name as the last one had to read at least k −1 times. Such phenomena occur for many tasks, as was captured by a general lower bound of Jayanti, Tan and Toueg [18] . We present lower bounds that give an estimate on N , depending on M and r, for which the lower bound k − 1 on time holds. Theorem 6. Any wait-free solution of Renaming requires 1 + min{k − 2, log 2r N 2M } local steps in the worst case. Proof. Consider a renaming algorithm for parameters k, M , N and r. Our goal is to define a set K of at most k processes and an execution of these processes with a bound on the number of local steps. We first consider a scenario in which any process we consider has either a read from or a write to a shared register enabled.
The construction of an execution is recursive and proceeds through a sequence of stages, each representing a group of concurrent reads and writes to shared registers. A stage i results in determining a pool Pi+1 of processes eligible to be considered for stage i + 1, a residue Qi+1, and an initial segment Ei of an execution. When the construction terminates, a subset of the pool and the residue together make a set K we seek. The construction starts with the initial P0 including N conceptual processes, each identified by its original name, while we use all such names. The residue Q0 is set to the empty set. Execution E0 is set to the empty sequence.
We begin by defining the first stage, which is determined by an initial configuration. Let W (1) be the set of processes in P0 that have a write enabled in the initial configuration, and let R(1) be the set of the remaining processes in P0 that want to read from a shared register. There are two cases, depending on the relative sizes of these two sets. Suppose first that |R(1)| ≥ |W (1)|. There is an auxiliary shared register that is to be read by a group of at least |R(1)| r ≥ N 2r processes, by the pigeonhole principle. The remaining case |R(1)| < |W (1)| is symmetric: there is an auxiliary shared register that is to be written to by a group of at least |R(1)| r ≥ N 2r processes. Define P1 to be this group, depending on the case. Having determined P1, we also determine an initial segment E1 of the execution: it consists of the events enabled in all the processes in P1, one event per process, these events occurring in arbitrary order. If it is the case of |R(1)| < |W (1)|, which means that all the processes in P1 write, then the process that writes last to the register in E1 is placed as the only element of Q1, otherwise Q1 = Q0 remains empty. We continue in a recursive way, maintaining the following invariant, for i ≥ 0: 1) the pool Pi includes at least N (2r) i processes, 2) all the processes in Pi have exactly the same history of reading from the shared registers in Ei, 3) all the processes that have written a value to a shared register that was ever read in Ei, before the value was overwritten, are in Qi; there are at most i such processes. We show how to go from i to i + 1, given a pool Pi and residue Qi, for i ≥ 1. Similarly as in the first stage, there are at least N/(2r) i 2r = N (2r) i+1 processes in Pi that have a read of the same register or a write to the same register enabled. We define Pi+1 to be this group of processes, and then have the events that the processes in Pi enabled occur in arbitrary order. If the events are all writes, then the last write is added to Qi to make Qi+1.
We continue for a number t of stages such that the inequality N (2r) t ≥ 2M holds, which determines t ≤ log 2r N 2M . This means that Pt contains at least 2M elements. Simultaneously, we want t ≤ k − 2, so that Qt has at most k − 2 elements. These two requirements combined determine t = min{k − 2, ⌊log 2r N 2M ⌋}. The definitions of Pt and Qt imply that the processes in Pt \ Qt have not written yet in Et and have read the same values from the same shared registers in the same order of reading. The size of Pt \ Qt is at least 2M − (k − 2) ≥ M + 1.
Suppose, to arrive at a contradiction, that a decision on a new name is made by each among these M + 1 processes without any further reads or writes than those occurring in Et. By the pigeonhole principle, there are two processes p1 and p2 that decide on the same name. The set K = Qt ∪ {p1, p2} has at most k elements. There is an execution E of the algorithm, with the processes in K as the only contenders, such that Et restricted only to the events involving the processes in K is a prefix of this new execution E . The processes that performed writes of the values ever read are in K. Therefore p1 and p2 cannot see a difference between E and Et up to performing all the reads and writes in E as in Et. Since the algorithm is a wait-free solution to Renaming, the processes p0 and p1 each eventually decide on the same name in E , which contradicts the specification of renaming. It follows that at least one of the processes p1 and p2 eventually reads in E at least one more time than in Et, resulting in a total of at least 1 + min{k − 2, log 2r N 2M } reads by this process in execution E .
The specification of transition from Pi to Pi+1 used the assumption that each process in Pi has either a read or a write enabled. This transition can be made general as follows. When some processes in Pi do not want to interact with shared registers any more, which means they already have selected their new names, then these processes are automatically added to Pi+1. More precisely, we first remove the processes that terminated from Pi for the sake to determine Pi+1 with respect to the enabled reads and writes, and after that we add the terminated processes to Pi+1. The same argument produces a contradiction, because when some processes choose not to read or write by stage t rather than just after it, then these processes do not interfere with the processes still busy reading and writing in Et.
Next we consider a lower bound for the problem Store&Collect. We again use N to denote the magnitude of the original names of the processes, r to denote the number of auxiliary shared registers, and k to denote the contention. Without any restrictions, storing can be performed in O(1) time, by simply writing to a register corresponding to the original name of a process. A solution of Store&Collect is called space efficient if storing is performed by a process by writing to a register from among a group of O(k) dedicated registers.
Theorem 7. Any wait-free space efficient solution of Store&Collect has Store implemented so that it requires Ω(min{k, log r N k }) local steps in the worst case. Proof. Let there be some ck registers designated to store values, for c ≥ 1. The names of these registers are treated as a pool of new names for processes. By an argument as in the proof of Theorem 6, we obtain 1 + min{k − 2, log 2r N 2ck } as a lower bound on the number of local steps, which is Ω(min{k, log r N k }).
Theorems 6 and 7 imply that both renaming and storing require Ω(k) local steps in the worst case when the range of the original names is not known.
UNBOUNDED SELECTION
In this section we consider problems about continuous selection of integer values, with the goal to eventually select exclusively each positive integer. A selected integer value may be used as an index of a register to store a value, or as an abstract name for other purposes.
We distinguish between "storing" and "depositing" a value. A value written to a register is stored in it as long as it is not overwritten by a different value. Depositing a value means storing the value forever in a unique register. Repository is a concurrent data structure for depositing values in shared read-write registers. Each process may occasionally generate a value to be deposited in a repository. Registers dedicated for deposits can store any such a value. Additionally, a protocol may use auxiliary shared registers, their number depending on the number n of processes. We assume that an auxiliary shared register can store one integer of arbitrary magnitude.
Depositing a value x in register R is considered achieved at an event, when the following is satisfied:
The value x is stored in R.
Persistence:
This value x will not be overwritten in register R by any different value in the remaining course of the execution.
There are infinitely many shared read-write registers R1, R2, R3, . . . for values to be deposited; we say these registers are dedicated for depositing. All these registers are initialized to be empty.
The following is the repertoire of operations a process may invoke. The operation Depositp(v) is invoked by process p to deposit value v; the operation is completed by an acknowledgment ackp(R) event, where R is the register in which v has been deposited. The operation Query p is invoked by process p to obtain a new value to be deposited. This operation is terminated by returnp(v), where v = null is a new value to deposit while v = null indicates that there is no value to deposit yet. When a process p obtains a return of a query for a new value, then the process eventually invokes Queryp. We assume fair occurrence of deposit requests at processes, which means that each process eventually obtains a new value to deposit, after having deposited the previous value, if any, unless the process crashes.
A repository is a concurrent data structure that allows each process to deposit consecutive values in dedicated registers subject to the following constraints on this operation:
Persistence: For any register R dedicated for depositing, after an ack(R) event, no value is ever written to R.
Non-blocking:
Each time at least one nonfaulty process wants to deposit a value, then eventually a value gets deposited.
The Repository Problem is to implement a repository. What about a solution in which process i deposits in consecutive registers with numbers congruent to i modulo n? The drawback of this solution is that asymptotically the small fraction 1/n of the dedicated registers might be used to deposit values only, if all but one process eventually crash. This also means that there are infinitely many registers never used for depositing. No algorithm depositing values can guarantee that a value gets deposited in a distinguished specific register, say, R1. This is because otherwise the value stored there could be used as a decision for consensus, which is known [9, 14] to be impossible. This means that it may happen that some registers are never used for deposits. We present solutions in which the number of dedicated registers not used for deposits is bounded above by some function F (n) of the number n of processes in the system.
Implementations of repository.
The algorithms resort to a renaming procedure. We interpret a newly acquired name i as an indication that the register Ri is available for depositing. The renaming procedure we use is similar to the wait-free solution given by Attiya et al. [5, 9] . It resorts to the snapshot operation, which may be taken as presented in [9] .
We start from the algorithm called Selfish-Deposit, its details are as follows. Each process p maintains a sorted list Lp of 2n − 1 indices i of registers Ri in its local memory. This list is interpreted as storing indices of registers available for deposits. The list is initialized to store the first 2n − 1 positive integers arranged in order. Process p also stores a pointer Ap to the next possibly available empty register, with Ap initialized to 2n.
Process p may use a procedure to verify the list Lp, which is defined as follows. Process p scans the list Lp and for each entry j in the list p reads Rj . If Rj is still empty, then the next entry j + 1 is considered. Otherwise p removes the jth entry from the list Lp and begins scanning the registers Ri one by one in the order of indices starting from the index stored in Ap; this is continued until an empty R k is found, if any, then k is appended to Lp. Next the entry j + 1 in Lp is processed. The procedure ends with all the entries of Lp have been processed.
There is an object W including read-write registers Wp, for each process p, for 1 ≤ p ≤ n, such that Wp is writable by p and readable by all; each Wp is initialized to be empty. These registers are supported by other registers to make the whole suite W an atomic snapshot object [1] , such that process p may update the contents of the registers Wp. Processes write entries from their lists to W . After taking a snapshot of W , process p assigns itself the rank defined as follows: it is the rank of p among the indices q of Wq such that Wq stores an entry of the current list Lp.
Occasionally, a process p may need to choose a value to propose as name in a special way, we call this choosing by rank ; it is accomplished as follows. Let k be the rank of p at this point, based on the current list Lp and the most recent snapshot taken by p. Process p identifies the entry x in Lp that is of rank k among the entries that do not appear in the snapshot. This x is the value chosen. It is well defined since the list Lp happens to be long enough: The worst case occurs when p = n, there is only one other value equal to Wn in the snapshot of W , all the remaining n − 2 values are distinct, and all the values in the snapshot appear in Ln. This is because then process n needs to skip n − 1 + n − 1 = 2n − 2 entries in Ln and use the very last one. Each process p starts by querying for a new value to deposit. Once a process obtains such a value, it joins the pool of processes working to acquire a new "name" to indicate a register. The following action is iterated: process p chooses an entry in Lp and writes it into Wp. The value chosen is the first (smallest) entry in Lp, unless specified otherwise. After each write to Wp, process p takes a snapshot of W . What happens next is as follows.
First consider the case when the value i at Wp is unique in the snapshot. Then process p reads Ri: if Ri is empty then process p stores in Ri the value that needs to be deposited and acknowledges Depositp, otherwise p verifies the list Lp.
After the verification has been completed, if this occurs, process p again writes to Wp the smallest entry in Lp and takes a snapshot.
Next we specify what happens when process p takes a snapshot and the value at Wp is not unique. Let k be the rank of p at this point. Process p chooses by rank an entry from the list Lp, writes this entry into Wp, and takes snapshot of W .
Theorem 8. Depositing based on algorithm Selfish-Deposit is a non-blocking implementation of a repository such that at most n − 1 dedicated deposit registers are never used for depositing.
Observe that in each implementation of a repository, at least n−1 dedicated registers may be never used for deposits in some execution. Namely, when a process p is to deposit by writing to a register R, and the write event is enabled, the write is postponed. If some other process q deposits to R, then after ackq(R) occurs, the pending write of p may be enabled, which contradicts the definition of a repository. When no such q ever happens to want to write to R, then p is considered as having crashed. Up to n − 1 crashes can happen, so at least these many registers are never used for deposits. This shows:
Fact 2. Algorithm Selfish-Deposit minimizes the number of unused dedicated registers among non-blocking solutions.
Next we consider algorithm Altruistic-Deposit. It is an extension of Selfish-Deposit. There is an n × n array Help[i, j], for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, of shared read-write registers. The intuition is that process i writes into Help[i, j] a name to be used by process j. The difference between the algorithms is what a process p does with the acquired names. In algorithm Selfish-Deposit, the names are used selfishly as addresses of registers to deposit. In algorithm Altruistic-Deposit, the names are shared in the following manner. Each process p keeps reading Help[p, * ] in a cyclic fashion. If some Help[p, q] is null then p attempts to obtain a new name as in the algorithm Selfish-Deposit. When a name is successfully acquired, then p writes the name into Help[p, q]. A process p that needs to deposit keeps reading Help[ * , p] in a cyclic fashion. When a name x = null is found at Help[r, p], then p deposits in Rx and writes null to overwrite value x in Help[r, p]. Each process p is simultaneously running the operation of scanning Help[p, * ] looking for null to replace by a name, and of scanning Help[ * , p] looking for a name to deposit. These operations are fairly intertwined, for instance, the process p invokes the events from the two pools in an alternating manner.
Theorem 9. Depositing based on algorithm Altruistic-Deposit is a wait-free implementation of a repository such that at most n(n − 1) dedicated deposit registers are never used for depositing.
Proof. Consider an event E in which a process q wants to deposit a value. Since Selfish-Deposit is non-blocking, there are arbitrarily many instances of processes acquiring new names after E. Eventually some process p will read the whole row Help[p, * ], and if null is encountered, then it is replaced by a name. This means that Help[p, q] contains a name. Eventually q will read Help[p, q] and use the address stored there to deposit.
Once a name x gets written into Help[p, q], only q may use it to deposit a value into Rx and next erase the name. The worst case of waste of names occurs when at some point each entry of Help[ * , * ] stores a name, but then n − 1 processes crash and the remaining process, say, p uses only the names in Help[ * , p].
Unbounded selection of names.
Next consider the problem when names are to be selected by processes to use in an arbitrary way, not necessarily to deposit. We call this Unbounded-Naming problem.
A name i is considered as assigned to process p when p commits to this name by entering a special state while i is stored in a dedicated local memory variable; this is similar to committing to a decision in solutions of consensus; the difference is that after committing to a value, next values can be committed to. We want to have as many positive integers i to be committed to in this fashion, while no two processes ever commit to the same name i; this is achievable with each except for a bounded set of integers. We show how to adapt protocols for depositing to achieve such a goal.
The protocols for deposits we developed have processes use newly acquired names as indices of registers. When a new name i is acquired and confirmed by the snapshot of W , and hence stored at this point in W , the process reads Ri before depositing: this is to check if possibly this value i has been previously assigned as name but later erased in W . Such a mechanism is not available for abstract assigning of names without any direct record made in shared registers, because we want to have finitely many auxiliary shared registers only.
Each process p has a suite of shared registers Bp in which it stores the entries of the list Lp and the value of pointer Ap.
There are 2n such registers in Bp. This information indicates which integers are still available for name according to p: these are the numbers on Lp and numbers at least as large as Ap. When a process p acquires a new name as justified by a snapshot of W , this is not sufficient to commit to i as a name. Instead, p reads all the shared registers Bq for all the processes q to verify if i is available for name. Observe that while i is in the snapshot, no other process will claim i as a name. Therefore if some process knows that i is not available for a name, this is a record of some activity that occurred before p took the snapshot. When p verifies that all the processes believe the integer i is still available, p commits to i as a name and next removes i from Lp and updates the shared registers accordingly, and after that may overwrite i in Wp at any time. This is a general mechanism that can be applied to each of the algorithms for deposits we gave. This shows the following fact:
Theorem 10. The Unbounded-Naming problem can be solved by n processes in a non-blocking fashion by an algorithm that leaves at most n − 1 names never assigned, or in a wait-free manner by an algorithm that leaves at most n(n − 1) names never assigned.
